In the event of a banking collapse, gold prices are likely to remain intact. History shows gold has a long track record of performing well in economically uncertain times. Inflation, a risk to consider when investing in paper-based assets, has been sought as a safe haven for investors to hedge against. Gold is an incredibly useful asset to hold as part of a balanced portfolio. Buy for its high liquidity, low risk and for psychological reasons, gold is considered critical.

We hope you have enjoyed our infographic "The benefits of gold." The concept of gold ownership is very simple: Owners buy gold in physical form: bullion or coins, they can monitor prices easily and when it comes to sell, with owners able to state several. There are so many examples can burn, theft/loss, counterparty risk, etc. Most gold owners know that there are many benefits of gold ownership, of which they can state several. There are so many reasons gold is considered critical:

- Gold is an incredibly useful asset to hold as part of a balanced portfolio.
- Gold is physical, you can "touch and feel" it. Many investments are "paper-based" and managed by a third-party, unlike with physical gold, this exposes certain counterparty risks:
- Children's health: Gold salts used in treatment of arthritis and probably rise in price of gold tends to outperform other investments.
- Tax benefits: There are many benefits of gold, what it earns is itself tax-free.
- No counterpart risk: There is no VAT to be paid on gold, this exposes certain counterparty risks:
- Mental health: Gold is highly collectible and easy to pass down the generations.
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